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Changing user-base. 
Apple landscape. 

Diffusion of innovation. 

Enable. Broker. Value 
through participation.

Core interaction. 
Value unit. Roles. 

Governance.



To Know the Causes of Things

Rerum Cognoscere Causas



1. Why choose the 
platform model?



A new type of user



“Making the Web social in reality means 
making sociality technical” 

José van Dijck 

Author & Professor of Comparative Media Studies, University of 

Amsterdam



The web is now truly social.
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New device form-factors have been one of 
the primary vehicles of this transformation.

Today’s users are well-versed in digital 
sociality.

Computers are not just for work anymore.

The web is now truly social.



A shifting landscape for Mac 
admins.
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MacAdUK 2018 sessions (day 1) 

 13 presentations > 8 focus on topics 
related to the changing landscape (i.e. 

device provisioning, user demands, 
security, shifting balance of power etc)



Opportune timing
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IT is delivered to users 

IT dept. owns the stack 

IT systems are engineered 

The value of IT to the business is 
cemented in the organisational 
structure

IT delivered with users 

IT dept. uses the stack 

IT systems are integrated 

The value of IT to the business is 
measured through user participation / 
acceptance



In the rapidly-changing landscape of device management, the ability 
to adapt to new technological innovations and embrace user 

participation is fundamental. 

Adopting a platform model can help deliver this in future.



2. What is a 
platform?
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Platforms are facilitators, not the 
destination. They exist ‘in-between’ the user 
and the service.

Digital platforms act as the ‘solid ground’ 
upon which IT is delivered through user 
participation.

Well-designed digital platforms produce 
value through participation by means of 
striking a balance of openness vs restriction.



Participation and value
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To generate value, platforms require 
participation not just features.   

Digital platforms provide multisided 
value.

Multisidedness underpins the 
‘consumers as producers’ concept in 
digital platforms.



Doing device management as a platform is not a 
technical problem to solve 

The technology is already out there, what changes is the 
approach towards process, governance, attitude.



To adopt a platform model, we want to:

Be inclusive rather than prescriptive ( include user-participation in 
the management process)

Aim for technological alignment with Apple and the wider industry

Generate multi-directional value through generative user 
participation (IT>user, IT>business, user>IT, user>Business)



You are (probably) already doing (some of ) it



Consumers

Producers



3. Platform design 
principles



“The design of a platform should begin 

with its core interaction - one kind of 

interaction that is at the heart of the 

platform’s value creation mission” 

Platform Revolution 

  Geoffrey Parker  

  Marshal W.Van Alstyne 

  Sangeet Paul Choudary 



1. A Core Interaction is a set of actions that participants perform repeatedly to gain 
value out of the platform (i.e. IT service desk vs self service)

2. The Value Unit underpins the core interaction ( i.e. installing software, gaining 
access to resources, feeling empowered, sense of security & freedom to move )

3. The platform roles connect individual users with the overall purpose of the 
platform (consumers as producers, multisided value).

4. The generative (vs prescriptive) space in a platform depends on the balance 
of how open or closed the platform will be.

(Basic) Platform Design principles



Value unit Core interaction Platform actions

Get new software Use LSE Self 
Service

Add device to managed 
software schedule

Stay up-to-date

Ensure compliance 
& security

Perform 
management tasks

Act on new device state to 
perform other related tasks

Use inventory data in 
integration with other systems

//

//

//



Platform roles



PROVIDERS

OWNER

PLATFORM

PRODUCERS CONSUMERS

A platform provides the infrastructure and rules for an environment that brings together producers and consumers.  

The players in the ecosystem fill four main roles but may shift rapidly from one role to another. 

Understanding the relationships both within and outside the ecosystem is central to platform strategy

Value and data exchange and feedback Users of the serviceCreators of the 

platform’s offerings

Interfaces for the 

platform (i.e. Self Service)

Controller of platform IP and arbiter of 

who may participate and in what ways 

(i.e. Apple control access to VPP -> IT 

dept controls access to DEP 

enrolment via directory service 

authentication)

Source: Marshal W.Van Alstyne, Geoffrey Parker, Sangeet Paul Choudary -  

“Pipelines, Platforms, and the new rules of Strategy”, April 2016



Platform Admins

Site Admins

• Local team

• IT Service Desk Self Service

App Store

• Central IT Support team

Platform Users

Device provisioning





The generative space



“Generativity is the ability of a technology 

platform or technology ecosystem to 

create, generate or produce new output, 

structure or behaviour without input from 

the originator of the system.” 

Jonathan Zittrain 

Professor of Internet law and the George Bemis Professor of 

International Law at Harvard Law School







“The stone age did not end because 

humans run out of stones. It ended 

because it was time for a re-think about 

how we live” 

William McDonough 

Architect, pioneer in sustainable and ‘Green’ architecture



Thank you!


